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THE TWO-DIMENSIONIILHYDRODYNAMICHOT SPW1’

VOIIJMEIV

by

Charles L. Mader

.

ABSTRACT

The failure of a nitromethenedetonation resulting from a side rare-

faction cooling the explosive inside its reaction zone has been calcu-

lated using an Eulerian, reactive, numerical, hydrodynamiccode. The

velocity of the rarefaction agrees with the experimentalmeasurementsof

Davis. The formation of hot spots from the interactionof a shock in

nitromethanewith a cylindrical or rectangular void, and the failure of

the hot spot to initiate propagating detonation as a result of the rare-

factions interacting with the reaction zone have been computed. The inter-

action of the hot spots formed from several voids has been computed. The

basic two-dimensionalprocesses involved in the shock initiation of heter-

ogeneous explosiveshave been numerically described. Future studies of the

basic processes will require three-dimensionalgeometry.

I. IIF’J!RODUCTION

To increase our understandingof the basic pro-

cesses involved in the shock initiation of inhomo-

geneous explosives,we have studied theoreticallythe

formation of hot spots from shocks interactingwith

discontinuitiesof various densities. In U-50771

we described the hot spot formed when a shock in

nitromethaneinteracts with a spherical.void. In

LA-32352 we described the hot spots formed when a

shock in nitromethaneinteracts with cylindrical or

conical nitromethanevoids and with cylinders and

spheres of aluminum. These reports were combined

and published as Reference 3. The PIC (particle-

in-cell) method was used for numerically solving

the hydrodynamics.

We concluded that

hydrodynamicscould be

action of a shock with

the PIC type of numerical

used to compute the inter-

a density discontinuity,the

formation of a hot spot, and buildup to propagating

detonation. The failure of the resulting hot spot

to initiate propagating detonation could be described

in those cases In which the failure mechanism did

not depend on the details of the structure of the

reaction zone. The two-timensiona.lPIC calculations

showed failure and propagation in approximatelythe

same manner as did the one-dimensionalhydrodynamic

hot spot smdel~}5 The PIC type of numerical hydro-

dynamics is not sufficientlydeteiledto describe

the reaction zone with the required resolution or

to describe the formation of low-temperaturehot

spots formed when shocks interact with corners.

As discussed in Reference 3, it was necessary

to study the time-dependentreaction zone of hom-

ogeneousexplosivesbefore one could calculate caaes

that required resolved reaction zones. The stability

of the reaction zone wee studied in both one-dimen-
6

sional and two-dimensiona17geometry. It was found
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that the amount of overdrive necessary to stabilize

the nitromethaneand liquid TNT detonation decreases

with decreasing activation energy and that nitro-

rnethanewith an activation energy of 40 kcal/mole

is stable to all perturbationsat C-J velocity.

While the extensive study of the stability of

the time-dependentreaction zone was In progress,

the formation of low temperaturehot spots by shocks

in nitrornethaneinteractingwith corners of Plexi-

glas, aluminum, and gold was studied using a Mgh

resolution, two-dimensional,Legrangian hydrodynamic

code celled 2DL. The formation of a hot spot and

buildup to propagating detonation was computed, and

the results agreed with the experitnentallyobserved

induction times of Travis and the radiographs of

Venable.
8

In IA-32976 we described the failure of a prop-

agating detonationbecause of rarefactions from the

rear cooling the explosive in the reaction zone.

One of the major problems that had to be solved

for further understandingof the basic processes

involved in the shock initiation of eqlosivea (or

in the failure diameter of explosives)was that of

failure of propagating detonation because of side

rerefacttonscooling the explosive inside the re-

action zone.

Unfortunatelythe present high resolution,

Lsgranglan, num?rical hydrodynamiccodes cannot

handle problems with large distortion in the flow

such as is present in the problems of failure of

detonation waves and closure of voids. The Euler-

ian approach, however, is suitable for such problems,

provided that only one component is present and free

surfaces can be realisticallytreated. Therefore,

the Eul.eriancode called 2DE9 was written to solve

these problems. The results of our studies with

this code are presented in this report.

The failure of a nitromethanedetonationwave

because of rarefsctionsfrom the side cooling the

explosive inside the reaction zone is described.

The velocity of the rarefsction is found to agree

with the experimentalfindings of Davis.1

Using the 2DE code, the closure of a cylindri-

cal void and the failure of the hot spot can be

calculated for cylindricalholes whose radii are

within two orders of magnitude of the observed

critical radius. The numerical resolution possible

with present computers does not perd.t the reaction

h

zone to be adequately resolved for larger cylindrical

holes.

This study is extended to include a shock in-

teracting with two rectangular holes, and the inter-

action of two hot spots is described in detail. The

enhanced shock wave formed from these hot spots is

permitted to interact with two nme rectangular holes,

and the resulting hot spots are hotter, end nmre of

the explosive is decomposed. On a gross scale, this

behavior is similar to that of heterogeneousexplo-

sives in which the shock interactswith the density

inhonmgeneities,producing numerous local hot spots

which decompose and liberate energy which strengthens

the shock so that, when It interactswith additional

inhoumgeneitles,hotter hot spots are formed and

more explosive is decomposed. The shock wave grows

stronger and stronger, releasing tmre andumre en-

er~, until it becomes strong enough to produce

temperaturesat which all of the explosive reacts

and detonationbegins.

II. FAILURE OF A NITROM51’HANEDETONATIONWAVN

Davisl has studied the failure of a supported

nitromethanedetonation wave traveling up a copper

tube and then into a large container of nitromethane

Se shown in the following drawing.

,SMEAR CAMERA SLIT

He observed rarefactionor “failure”waves

across the front at about 0.37 crn/vsecand

tinguished the detonation lf the tube were

that ran

that ex-

small

.
.



enough. A smear-cameratrace of such a failure is

shown for a 1.02-cm-wide,2.28-cm-long,rectangular

tube that was X-cm high.

,

~psec A

TIME

If the tube is larger, the detonation 16 not

extinguished. A narrow failure or dark wave runs

into the front, getting narrower as it progresses.

This wave extinguishesdetonation at its front,

but reignition occurs at the rear and catches up

with the wave. Under these circumstancesthe ex-

plosive in the box will detonate. These experiments

demonstratethe basic processes involved in the prob-

lems of the failure of detonation, of the failure

diameter of explosives, and of the “sputtering”

initiationobservad for density discontinuities

near the critical size.

The light observed by Davis is thermal radi-

ation from the hot explosive. Only near the end

of the reaction zone is material hot enough to pro-

duce enough light for a high speed camera to re-

cord. Some of the light emitted is absorbed in the

partially reacted explosive ahead of it, and if the

reaction zone is thick enough, no light is recorded.

The apparent discontinuityin light intensity which

Davis recorded corresponds to a sharp change in the

distance from the shock front to the region hot

enough to produce recordable light. Rather than

present the complete anelysia of emission and ab-

sorption here, we assume for illustrationthat no

light is recorded when the distance from the shock

front to the XO” K isotherm becomes twice what it

is for the high-order detonation. Fortunately, the

change is so sudden and so large that the value ob-

tained for the apparent velocity does not depend

much upon the criterion chosen.

Figure 1 shows the isobars, and Fig. 2 the iso-

therms, of the failure of a nitromethanereaction

zone resulting from side rarefactions, for an acti-

vation energy of 53.6 kcal/mole. Similar results

were obtained for an activation energy of 40 kcal./

umle. The reaction zone profiles for both activa-

tion anergies vary only a few kilobars from the

steady-statevalues during the time of interest in

these calculations.7

The experimentalarrangement is approximated

numericallyby a steady-statereaction zone flowing

through 150 of the NO cells near the lower boundary

to approximate the top of the metal tube. The cell

is a square of h-A. For a Y of 0.68, an activation

energy of 53.6 kcal/nmle, and a frequency factor of

4 x 108, the reaction zone of a C-J detonation of

nitromethaneoccupies 2kO0 A, or 60 of the 300 cells,

along the half-slab left boundary. The von Neumann

spike pressure is 212 kber, and the C-J pressure la

1X kbar. The use of a 300 x YXl mesh for a total

of $?0,000cells is near the maximum resolution

possible if one wishes to expend a reasonable amount

(-24 h) of computer time.

Using the 3000° isotherms throughout the re-

action zone, one obtains a rarefaction velocity of

0.4 ~0.05 cm/psec which is in good egreewnt with

that found experimentallyby Davis.

The failure of a slab of nitromethanewith a

void on the outside is shown in Fig. 3 with 300 X

300 cells. The radius of curvature is greater, end

the rarefaction is stronger, for the nitromethene

confined by a void than for nitromethane confined by

nitromethane.

Using MM x 100 cells, the failure of a slab

of nitromethane confined by nitromethane is shown

in Fig. 4, and the failure of a cylinder of nitro-

methane confined by nitromethane is shown in Fig. 5.

The convergence of the rarefection on the axis in

cylindrical geometry results In a stronger rere-

faction and consequently greater cooling of the

reaction zone. The “haah” near the bottom center

of tha graphs is a result of having too complicated

5



a flow for the plotting routine to describe properly.

Figures 1 through 3 are drawings of the machine

printout with the “hash” eliminated.

Having demonstratedthe failure of a detonation

wave because of rarefactions from the side cooling

the explosive inside the reaction zone, we now pro-

ceed to study the formation of hot spots and the

initiation of an explosion which does not result

in a propagating detonation.

III. THE INTERACTIONOF A SHOCK WITH A CYLINDRICAL

VOID

In LA-32352 we described the inter=tion of an

85-kbar shock in nitromethanewith a 0.032-cm-radius,

0.032-cm-high,cylindrical void, using the PIC code.

Figure 6 shows the isobars and isotherms computed

for the same system using the Eulerian code. Figu-

re 7 shows the isotherms computed using the Euler-

ien code and those reported in LA-32352 at approxi-

mately the same time after closure of the hole.

Although the areas of the hot spots are approxi-

mately the same, the hottest region computed using

the Eulerian code is smeller and about 500° cooler

than that computed ualng the PIC code. The method

of treating the free surface in the Eulerian code,

which is to set the cell energy to zero until the

cell density is greater than the initial density,

gives too low a temperature,while the PIC method

gives too high a temperature. The true value for

such a problem lies between these two results. The

agreement is sufficient to allow a semiquantitative

study of the formation of hot spots, the resulting

explosion, and failure to propagate.

Figure 8 shows the formation of a hot spot

in nonreactive nitromethenefrom an 85-kbar shock
-4

interactingwith a 3.2 x 10 -cm-radiuscylindrical

void. The nonreactiveproblem is scalable, and,

hence, gives the solution for a hot spot of any

radius. Figure 9 shows that the hot spot studied

in Fig. 8 results in an explosion but fails to

establishpropagating detonation when chemical re-

action is included. Figure 10 shows comparable

results for a 2 X 10-5 -cm-radiuscylindricalvoid

with chemical reaction permitted.

A 3.2 X 10
-4
-cm-radiushole is the largest

that will result in a resolved reaction zone and,

hence, permit failure of an explosion to occur in

a 100 x 100 mesh of which the hole is 20 x 23.

This is two orders of magnitude smaller than the ex-

perimentally observed critical size. To obtain suit-

able resolution one would require a mesh of 10,000 X

10,000, or 100 million, cells. This ia not a practi-

cal problem to solve with present computers.

We have demonstratedhow a hot spot can explode

but then fail to propagate because of rarefactions

cooling the reactive detonation wave.

Iv. THE IIW!ERACTIONOF A SHCX3KWITH FWR RECT4NOU-

LAR HOIES

The interactionof a shock with four rectangu-

1ss voids, the bottom two with a half-width of

3.2 X&lo-b cm and the top two with a width of 3.2

x 10 cm, is shown in Fig. 11 for nonreactive nitro-

methane. The same problem with chemical reaction

included is shown in Fig. 12.

While propagating detonation does not occur

when the shock interacts with the first two holes,

the enhancement of the shock wave by chemical re-

action does produce a hotter hot spot upon inter-

action with the upper two voids. The hot spot is

so hot that complete nitromethanedecomposition

occurs at the shock front. While a propagating

detonationwould not be expected to occur experi-

mentally in this geometry of four holes (the com-

puted detonation is the result of insufficientnu-

merical resolution to resolve the reaction), the

enhancement of the shock wave would be expected to

occur experimentally. These calculations show the

basic features of the shock initiationof heter-

ogeneous explosives. A shock interacts with the

density Inhomgeneities, producing numerous local

hot spots which explode but do not propagate,

thereby liberating energy which strengthensthe

shock so that, when it interactswith additional

inhomgeneities, hotter hot spots are formed and

more of the explosive is decomposed. The shock

wave grows stronger and stronger, releasing more

and more energy, until it becomes strong enough to

produce propagating detonation.

v. CONCLUSIONS

The failure of a nitromethanedetonation re-

sulting from side rarefactionscooling the e~loaive

inside Its reactton zone has been calculated. The

velocity of the rsrefaction agrees with the experi-

mental measurements of Davis. The formation of hot

.

●

.
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spots from the interactionof a shock in nitromethane

with a cylindricalor rectangular hole, and the

failure of the hot spot to initiate propagating

detonation as a result of the rarefactions inter-

acting with the reaction zone have been computed.

The interactionof the hot spots formad from sev-

eral holes has been computed.

The basic two-dimensionalprocesses involved in

the shock initiationof heterogeneousexplosives have

now been numericallydescribed. The problem that

remains is the study of the interactionof a shock

with a matrix of holes in three-dimensionalgeometry.

As the numerical solution of this problem must await

the developmentof computing hardware that is 10 to

20 years in the future, it is unlikely that this

author will be able to make the next contribution

to the basic understandingof heterogeneousshock

initiation. He hopes that the future contributor

to this field, having seen the primitive struggles

with the one- and two-diwnsional hydrodynamichot

spot model, will call his advanced model the Three-

DimensionalHydrodynamicHot Spot.

The basic two-dimensionalprocesses involved

in the failure of detonation,the failure diameter

of explosives, and the “sputtering”initiationob-

served for density discontinuitiesnear the criti-

cal size have been described. The three-dimensional

study of the interactionof numerous failures and

reignited detonationswhich is necessary for a com-

plete numerical description of these problems must

also await new computing hardware.
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